HP 61 Hot plate SOP

Warning: DO NOT TOUCH the surface when red LED flashing

Operation:

1. Press POWER to turn on the unit. It shows the room temp as below.
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2. Press HEATER to set the desired temperature. Use the arrow keys to change the temp.
If the stored set temp is what you need, simply press ENTER to start the heating process.
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3. press ENTER to start the heating process. Once the temp is high enough, the red LED “PLATE HOT” will flashing.
4. The display will toggle between set temp and actual temp during the heating process. Wait until it reaches the set temperature.

5. Once it reaches set temp, use timer (hood has build-in timer) to record the time needed for baking.

6. Once baking is done, press HEATER OFF. The display should NOT toggle the set temp and actual temp.

7. Press POWER again to turn off the unit.